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SPACES OF ARCS AND CONFIGURATION SPACES 
OF MANIFOLDS 
NORMAN LEVITT 
0 INTRODUCTION 
THIS paper examines the way in which the homotopy type of a smooth manifold M relates 
to the homotopy type of the space of embeddings of certain standard spaces into M. We 
consider especially the case when the standard spaces in question are themselves quite low, 
namely 0 and 1, dimensional. In the former instance we are talking about the so-called 
ordered configuration spaces. Let M = M” be a smooth, connected, compact n-manifold, 
possibly with boundary, so that int M denotes M - 8M. The configuration space C,(M) is 
then defined to be the space of embeddings of the discrete space with k points into int M 
(with the obvious topology). Alternately, C,(M) may be defined as 
Ck(M) = {(xi, . . ..~~)E(intM)~Ix~#x. for i#j). 
There is a long-standing conjecture that the homotopy type of C,(M) depends only on the 
homotopy type of (M, 8M). This conjecture is supported by the work of Bendersky and 
Gitler [l] and of Bodigheimer et al. [3] concerning the homology of C,(M). The present 
result falls slightly short of the conjecture, but gives further strong evidence for it. Let 
R denote loop space as usual. 
THEOREM 0.1. The homotopy type of RCk(M) depends only on the homotopy type of 
(M, aM). 
It follows immediately that the homotopy groups of C,(M) depend only on the 
homotopy type of (M, dM). In fact in many cases (aM # 8 or x(M) = 0) it is seen that 
ZZC,(M) splits (as a space, though not necessarily as an H-space) as a product of certain 
obvious spaces; thus the homotopy group is a direct sum of the homotopy groups of the 
factors. This slightly extends an observation of Fade11 and Neuwirth [S]. 
Our second result concerns arcs, i.e. embeddings of I into int M. Let x, y E int M, x # y, 
and A,,,(M) denote the space of C’ embeddings y: I + int M with y(O) = x, y(l) = y. 
THEOREM 0.2. The homotopy type of A,,,(M) depends only on the homotopy type of 
(M, dM). 
More generally, let x1,. . . , xk be distinct points of int M and let A,, , . . . , .,(M) denote 
thespaceofC1embeddingsy:[O,k-1]-rintMwithy(i)=x~+~,i=0,1,...,k-l.Then 
the homotopy type of A,, , . . . , xk (M) turns out to depend only on the homotopy type of 
(M, i?M). The analysis leading to these results involves a rather precise characterization of 
the homotopy type of A,, , . . . , xk (M). 
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1. LOOP SPACES OF CONFIGURATION SPACES 
We shall characterize the homotopy type of the loop spaces of the ordered configuration 
space of a manifold. Recalling our definition, 
C,(M) = ((Xl, . . .,X,)E(intM)kIXi # Xj for i #j}. 
We use & to denote int M = M - aM. 
Consider C,(M) as a locally trivial fiber space over Ck_l(M) Via the map 
p:(x,,. * *,Xk)H(X1,. . . , Xk _ 1). The fiber is thus 6l with k - 1 points removed. We denote 
this by $f_u_ r), i.e., if (yI, . . . , yk_ 1 ) is taken as the base point of Ck_ 1(M) then 
0 
if_(k_1j=ii!f-J’,-.* * - Yk-1. 
We also have a map 4,‘ : Ck(M) + if given by 4,‘ :(x1,. . . , xk) b-b x1. Consider the sphere 
bundle O,(M) = qf STfi over C,(M). We claim that there is a canonical map (up to 
Sk homotopy) ok- I+ Ck(M) which makes the following diagram commutative: 
ok-l(M) 
\ sk JMJ 
c,-,(M) 
where tk denotes the projection: We see this as follows: Equip M with arbitrary Riemannian 
metric. For u = (x1,. . ., Xk_I)ECk-l(M)find&=c(u)sothatXi$?D,XIfOri> l.(HereD, 
denotes s-disc with respect to the metric.) It is easily seen that E can be taken to vary 
continuously with u and so that, moreover, Dexl is, in fact, a smooth closed n-disc in &I 
with boundary (n - l)-sphere SexI. Let H = vu E C,_,(MI S,,,,,,, Clearly H may be identified 
with the total space of ok_,(M), while tl, may be thought of as the map z HU for z E SE(uIxl, 
u = (Xl,. . .,Xk_l). Let ck = uuECI_,(M)& - b+]X1 -X2 - ... - Xk_r. We Claim that 
the inclusion ck t C,(M) is a homotopy equivalence. The map Sk iS thus defined by ZH 
(Xl, * * * , Xk_~,Z)E~kforZES~(u~X1,U=(X~,...,Xk-~).ItiSobviousthat 
:\ ‘/fk 
ck- l(M) 
commutes, where p = pk 1 ck. Up to homotopy, this diagram is independent of the choice of 
E or of the Riemannian metric. Thus, letting Ck _ 1 = ck _ 1(M), ok _ 1 = ok_ 1(M), it follows 
that we have a map of fibrations over Ck- 1 
y 1 
; h-(k-l) 
L’I 
1 
i2 
Ok-1 5 Ck 
1 1” 
ck-1 = ck_1 
Here, the map m:S”-’ +h2_(k_l) is essentially the map S,(,,)yr ’ 
uo = (_YI,. . .,ykel) is the base point of Ck_I. 
+ ibf+- 1j, where 
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We may extend both fibrations vertically to obtain the diagram: 
as”-’ 
1 
QOk-1 
1 
RCk- 1 
14 
p-1 
yl 
Ok-l 
P 
Ck-1 
- ah-(k-1) 
1 
- nck 
1 
= fick-1 
D lj, 
; M-(k-1) 
1’2 
s Ck 
k 
= Ck-1 
where any three successive vertical terms constitute a fibration. In particular, RCI, is the 
fiberofnCk_l”k_,k_l,. By virtue of the fact that the third horizontal map from the top 
iS an equality, we see that the mapj, factors as fick_l&,!?-’ L fi_(k-l). But, by the 
definition of ok_ 1 we have the following lemma 
LEMMA 1.1. fiCk is thefiber ofa map nCk- 1 j, h -(lr _ 1) whichfktors as the composi- 
tion ~c,&!_,.“-l_!__, ki,, _ 1), where j1 factors as n Ck _ 1 “k-i ok _Z_, S”-’ where + 
6, in turn, is the composition Q&I ?_, O(n) _E_, S”-I, Rz being the map on loop spaces 
induced by the tangent bundle classifying map z: A? + BO(n), while ev is the standard map 
O(n) + S”-’ given by evaluation on a base point. 
By virtue of this lemma, we immediately obtain the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1.2. The homotopy type of !2C,(M) depends only on the homotopy type of 
(M, aM). 
ProoJ: The result of Benlian and Wagoner [2] asserts that the fiber homotopy type of 
STM depends only on the homotopy type of (M, aM). Thus, if we have a homotopy 
equivalence h : (M, aM) --* (N, aN) of manifolds with boundary, we have a commutative 
diagram (up to homotopy) 
RM ._%!-, O(n) - s”- 
1 
ilh 1 II II 
RN ?_, O(n) - S”- 
1 
Obviously k, k, etc., can replace M, N, etc., in this diagram. 
Consider now the sequence (with Ck = C,(M)) understood 
RCk~nc,_,~.“~a~~sn-‘~~_,-,h_,~“‘~~_,. 
0 0 0 
The terminal sequence QM + S”- ’ -+ M _ 1 + M _2* * . clearly depends only on the 
homotopy of (M, aM). Combining this with the,fact, from our previous lemma, that the fiber 
of a&_ 1 + A2 _Q _ 1j is fiCk the theorem follows immediately by an elementary inductive 
argument. 0 
COROLLARY 1.3. The homotopy groups of C,(M) depend only on the homotopy type of 
(M, aM). 
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COROLLARY 1.4. Suppose either (a) JM # 4 or (b) the Euler characteristic x(M) = 0. 
Then 
k-l 
?Ck(M) = @OL, 
i=O 
where M-i - AZi-i denotes M with i interior points removed. 
Proof: There is an obvious fibration 
C,_,(M_,)+C,(M)+M. 
If either (a) or (b) holds, there is a nowhere-O vector field u on M. Choose a Riemannian 
metric so that exp v(x) is defined for x E h. Define 
V:h+C,(kf) by x + x, exp V(X), w v(x) VW exp2, exp3,. . . , exp- . 
k-l 
By virtue of the cross section R&(M) splits (as a space) as 82M x RCk_ ,(M_ 1). Of course, 
QM ‘v RM. M _ 1 is not compact but this makes no difference since M _ 1 - 3M r int M’_ 1, 
where M’_ 1 is M with an open n-disc deleted from its interior. Thus, 
Ck_I(M_l) = Ck_l(M’_l) and since M’_l has nonvoid boundary, a simple inductive 
argument completes the proof. 0 
Remark 1.5. Corollary 1.4 slightly extends a result of Faddell and Neuwirth [S]. 
2. HOMOTOPY TYPE OF SPACES OF ARCS 
Let ,4(M) denote the space of C’-embeddings y: I --, int M. We endow A(M) with the 
Cl-topology. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Letvo:A(M)+ M bethemapgivenbyoo:y ~y(O)fory E A(M). Then 
v. is the projection map for a locally trivial$ber space over M. 
Proof (Sketch). Let x E int M be an arbitrary point with the Euclidean neighborhood 
D z D”. Then there is a smaller disk D’, with x E D’ c int D such that, given y E int D’ we 
have a diffeomorphism gy : M + M with gX =idM,gy(y)=~,grIM-intD=idMM-i,,D.The 
family {By}yc intD’ is, moreover, continuous in y. Let A,(M) denote v,‘x c A(M). We thus 
obtain a homeomorphism h, : A,(M) x int D’ + oO_ ’ int D’ by h,:(y, y) ++g,,oy. It is clear 
that this is, as claimed, a homeomorphism and that the diagram 
A,(M)x intD’ h, v; 1 int D’ 
commutes. 
We shall now assume that M is provided with a Riemannian metric so that, at x, the 
exponential map is injective up to radius 6 5 1, i.e., for E I 6, x has a neighborhood D,x 
made up of geodisics emanating from x of radius E. Specifically, let E = 6/2. We now say that 
y E A,(M) is e-straight at x if and only if y 1 [0, E] is a geodesic parameterized by arc-length 
and ~(8, l] c M - DJ. Let A:(M) c A,(M) denote the subspace of E-straight arcs. 
Let S, E T,M E TM denote the space of unit tangent vectors to M at x. 
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PROPOSITION 2.2. There is a map z : A:(M) -+ S, and a map r~ : S, + A,(M) such that c9 z 
is homotopic to the inclusion A:(M) c A,(M); 0, moreover, is a homeomorphism onto its 
image. 
Proof. Let (dldt), denote the standard unit tangent to I at a E 1. t is defined merely by 
~(7) = dy(d/dt)O E S, c T,(M) (recall that y is parameterized by arc-length near t = 0). a(u) 
is the geodesic of length E emanating from x, with initial direction t, and parameterized by 
l/e.arc length. For y E A:(M) let yt E A,(M) be defined by T,(S) = y(ts), for E 5 t I; 1. So 
71 = y, 7, = u~y, thus A:(M) s A,(M) is homotopic to or. •I 
Now let A;(M) denote the set of y E A,(M) such that ) dy(d/dt),) = 1. In other words, 
A’,!(M) consists of parametrized arcs with unit velocity at t = 0. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. A’&‘d) is u deformation retract of A,(M). 
Proof. Let cp: I + I be any diffeomorphism with q(O) = 0, q(l) = 1. For y E A,(M) we 
thus have yo(p E A,(M). Note that there is a continuous l-parameter family of such 
difheomorphisms, cps, s > 0 with cpl = idr and (dq,/dt)(O) = s. We illustrate beiow 
Let Y E A,(M), A = I dWdth I 
Define Q,y = y o rpp(,) where p(r) = r*(l/A) + (1 - r), 0 s I I 1. Then clearly Q+, 
= id, sly E AC(M), @,y = y for y E A:(M). Thus AZ(M) is a deformation retract of 
A,(M). 0 
PROPOSITION 2.4. There is a map h : A:(M) + A:(M) which is homotopic to the identity in 
AI;(M). 
Proof: Recall 6 = 2s is within the radius of injectivity for the exponential map at X. So 
we have D,x -c D&x, where D&x is made up of geodesics of length 6 emanating from x. 
We shall assume, for the sake of simplicity and without any loss of generality, that the 
Riemannian metric we are using makes Ddx isometric to the standard Euclidean disk of 
radius 6. 
Let w denote a unit tangent vector at x, so that w determines a ray k, in D6. Let 
0 < p I E = Sf 2. We can find a family of co-dimension-O embeddings gw,P :
Da - .X-D*-- x satisfying the following: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
g,,,@ is jointly continuous in w and p, 
9W,O = id, 
image gw, p = = &i(x) - D,(x), 
for any w, p, there is a Euclidean cone of rotation Bw,p, with axis k,, radius A,.,, > 0, 
and angle a,,_ > 0 so that g,,., P( B,, p is an isometry; in particular, it is the isometry of 
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translation by U,,,, p, the vector of length p parallel to k,. [Here, we exploit the 
identification of Da(x) with a Euclidian disk.] 
(5) 6v.p is the identity on a neighborhood of XJ,(X). 
We let G,,, : M + M be given by G,,,(y) = g,,,,,,(y), y E Da(x), G,,,(y) = y, otherwise. 
We now define h : A:(M) + A:(M) as required for the proposition. In particular, h will 
be embedded in a l-parameter family of maps 8, : A:(M) + A:(M), with h = 19,, regarded as 
a map into A:(M) c A:(M), and with & = id. For 0 < p I E, we specify 8,y as follows: Let 
w be the (unit) tangent o y at x = y(O); define yp by r,(t) = G,,,Oy(t), t > 0, y,(O) = u,,,+ It 
is easily checked that y,:I+M - intD,x is C’. Now let $jp = ypOpp:[p, l] -B 
M - int D,x. Note djTp(d/dt,) is the unit outward normal at up+. Let c?,~ be the ray from 
x to &v,p parameterized by arc-length, i.e., defined on [0, p] we then concentrate 9, with 
c,,, to obtain S, y. 
Clearly 8,~ is a-straight, i.e., &: A:(M) + A:(M) as required. 0 
COROLLARY 2.5. The map t : A,.(M) + S, given by y -P dy(d/dt), / I dy(d/dt), 1 is a homo- 
topy equivalence. 
Proof: Since by Proposition 2.3 A:(M) is a deformation retract of A,(M), and since 
there is, by Proposition 2.4 a map h: Al + A: homotopic to the identity, it follows that 
there is a map H: A,(M) -+ A,(M) homotopic to the identity in A,(M) with 
H(A,(M)) E A:(M). Specifically H = haQl, where @i is as in the proof of Proposition 2.3. 
So zoH is clearly defined (where r is as in Proposition 2.2) and, in fact roH - t : A,(M) + S,. 
Consider the map (T: S, + A,(M) as in Proposition 2.2. aoroH - H - idAX:,,, because 0-r is 
homotopic to A:(M) G A,(M). On the other hand, roHoa - too = ids,. 
Remark 2.6. It is, in fact, true that A:(M) c A,.(M) is a homotopy equivalence. We 
leave the proof of this fact to the reader. 
Let t now denote the map A(M) + ST(k) given by t : y Hdy(d/dt),,/ 1 dy(d/dt)O (, where 
ST(int M) is the unit sphere bundle of the tangent bundle T(k). 
COROLLARY 2.7. t is a homotopy equivalence, in fact a jber-homotopy equivalence, of 
bundles over int M 
This result follows merely by using x as a parameter in Propositions 2.1-2.4, while 
regarding 6 as a continuous function of x (as it is used in these results). Note that 
ST(&) c ST(M). 
COROLLARY 2.8. Zf h: M, 8M + N, 8N is a homotopy equivalence, then there is a com- 
mutative diagram 
A(M) h’ A(N) 
“0 1 “0 1 
ML N 
with h’ a homotopy equivalence. 
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Proc$ According to [2], the fiber-homotopy type of ST(M) depends only on the 
homotopy type of M, aM, i.e., if h: M, aM + N, aN is a homotopy equivalence, we have 
ST(M) h” ST(N) 
1 1 
M h N 
with h” a homotopy equivalence. The result is immediate by Corollary 2.7. Note that, for 
u E int M we thus have a commutative diagram 
A,(M) - A,(N) 
1 1 
A(M) - A(N) 
0 
Remark 2.9. Note that if we assume that y E aDax, then the map H constructed above 
satisfies H(A,,,(M)) c A,,(M). Moreover, we see that His homotopic to the identity via h,, 
where h,-, = id,X,,,, hI = H and h,Ax, y(M) c A,,,(M). Furthermore, if y E A,(M), 
3. C,(M) AND Ax.,(M) 
Let x, y E k, x # y. The subspace A,,,(M) of 
Y E A(M) IYKV = x, ~(1) = Y>. 
A(M) is given by A,,,(M) = 
There is a natural map uo, 1 : A(M) + C,(M) by uo, I : y -(y(O), y(1)). We claim that 
uo,l makes A(M) into a locally trivial fiber space over Cz(M). The proof is a slight 
generalization of that of Proposition 2.1. If we think of (x, y) E C,(M) as the base point, it is 
obvious that A,,,(M) is the fiber of uo, 1 : A(M) + C,(M). 
Consider now the map of fibrations 
A,,,(M) - A,(M) 
1 1 
A(M) =L A(M) 
1 “0.1 1 “0 
C,(M) - icl 
where the map C,(M) + k is projection to the first co-ordinate (x, y) H x. If we extend this 
diagram to the left by appending the fibers of the horizontal maps we obtain 
RM_, - A X,Y - Ax(M) 
1 1 1 
* - A(M) < A(M) 
1 1 1 
M-x - C,(M) - if 
where M-, = & - (x}. 
A word of explanation. We have seen that Cz(M) + &I is a fibration with fiber 
& - (x> = M_,. Naturally, QM-, is the homotopy-theoretic fiber of * + M_, but by 
general homotopy-theoretic onsiderations (see e.g. [7]) it must also be the case that RM-, 
is the fiber of A,,,(M) + A,(M) as well. 
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We have already seen that there is a hornotopy equivalence A,(M) + S, by the map 
y H dy(d/dt), / / dy(d/d t). 1. If we use S, to denote the sphere of geodesic radius E about x, we 
see that S, is identified with S, by v ~exp(v/s), and thus we have a standard homotopy 
equivalence A,(M) - S,. Of course, SX c M_,. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. The fIbration 
Ax,,(M) 
1 RM-, 
Ax(M) 
is, up to$ber homotopy type, the f2M_,jbration induced by A,(M) N s, c M_, from the 
standard path-spacejbration over M-,. 
Before proving Proposition 3.1, we state an immediate consequence: 
THEOREM 3.2. The homotopy type of A,,,(M) depends only on the homotopy type of M, 
aM. 
Proof If we let M,, denote M - int D,x we have M0 E M_,, and so A,,(M) is of the 
homotopy type of the RMo fibration induced by S, E MO. But if h: M, aM -+ N, aN is 
a homotopy equivalence, we may assume without loss of generality that there is a point 
u = h(x) and a disk D,u E N (with respect o some Riemannian metric) so that h: D,x + D,u 
is an isometry and so that h-‘D,u = Dex, thus h: M,, $, + N,, $, is a homotopy equiva- 
lence, whence A,,,(M) N A,,(N) (W an arbitrary point in N_,). 
Remark 3.3. There does not seem to be an obvious way of de-looping this homotopy 
equivalence to produce a homotopy equivalence C,(M) + C,(N). In other words, the 
homotopy-theoretic fiber of A,,,(M) + A(M) does not seem to have a natural h-space 
structure arising from geometry. 
ProofofProposition 3.1. We wish to consider the map A,,(M) + A,(M) as a fibration. 
In particular, we wish a description of the fiber. We use the standard technique of replacing 
an inclusion by a fibration in order to characterize this homotopy-theoretic fiber. Let 
cr E A,,,(M) c A,(M) be taken as a base point. Then the fiber F of A,,,(M)+ A,(M) 
consists of paths cp in A,(M) whose initial point lies in A,,(M) and whose terminal point is 
b. That is, we view cp as a map cp :I x I + int M and, setting &s) = cp(s, t) we have 
cpt E A,(M), cpo 6 A,,(M), cpi = 0. 
Consider now SX c M_,. Since M_ x 5 M - {x} 2 MO, where MO = M - int D, x, we 
may replace the induced R M_, fibration over S, by the R MO fibration over S, induced by 
SX c MO without affecting fiber-homotopy type. Assuming, without loss of generality, that 
y .$ Dg, we take y to be the base point of MO. Thus, the total space E of the fibation over S, 
which is the restriction of the path-space fibration over MO, consists of paths 7c in MO from 
S, to y. (N.B. The usual convention has the initial point at y and terminal point in S,, but 
the inversion of this convention obviously makes no difference.) The projection map 
p:E + TX is given by p(n) = ~(0). 
Note that if we pick a point s E S, and a particular path II from s to y in MO, we may 
consider the space R’ c p- 1 s where R’ consists of all paths of the form 1* 71 where I is a loop 
in int MO based at y and * denotes the usual concatenation. Note that R’ c p-l s is 
a homotopy equivalence. 
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We specify the choice of s and rr as follows: Having chosen ~7 E A,,,(M) as a base point, 
let (T’ = H(a) where H: A,(M) -+ A,(M) is the map with image in A:(M) constructed in 
Section 2. Since 0’ is s-straight, c’(e) E S, and we let s = a’(s). YI is given by n(t) = 
b’(& + t(1 - E)). 
We note now that we have a reasonably natural map j : A,,,(M) + E by j : y H fi where 
b(t) = H(y)@ + t(1 - E)) (Note that A,,,(M) is invariant under H.) 
We also have a map k: F + $2’ as follows: Given cp E F, define i(cp) E F by 
[@(4p)$ = H(cp,). Thus [G((p)],(l) E int M,,. Now define the loop L(cp) by 
A(p)(t) = CfiGP)lI -t(l) = fm1 -J(l). W) is a loop because H[A,,,(M)] E A,,,(M) and 
thus H(cpO)(l) = y, H(cpO) (1) = H(a) (1) = y. Define k(cp) as J(cp)*n E R’. 
LEMMA 3.4. The diagram 
is homotopy commutative, where m(cp) = cpo for cp E F and q, n are the obvious inclusions. 
Proof It is obvious that the lower square is commutative. 
As for the upper square, since q is an inclusion, qk is the same map as k pointwise. 
For cp EF we define G,(q) E E as follows: G,(cp)(s) = H(cp,)(& + (1 + t)*s*(l - a)) for 
0 I s I I/(1 + r)>G,(cp)(s) = H~o+,j(l-,j (1) for 1 /(l + t) I s 15 1. By inspection, we see 
that Go(~) = k(cp) E R’ c E while G,(q) = j.m(cp) = j(cpo). This proves the lemma. 
To prove Theorem 3.1, therefore, it will suffice to show that k is a homotopy equivalence. 
Recall that the typical element of s1’ is of the form I*n where I is a loop in int MO and R is 
the path specified above. Consider the map c: R’ x 1 -P C,(M) given by 
(A* K, t) H(X, A* X( (t + 1)/2)) = (x, L(t)). We also have the constant map nl x (0) + A(M) by 
(J*rr,O) HU E A,,(M) where d is the base point of A(M). Since v~,~ : A(M) H C,(M) is 
a locally trivial fibering and since R’ N RMo has the homotopy type of a CW-complex [6], 
the homotopy lifting property yields a lift e : Cl’ x I +A(M)withv,,,ae=candwithe=a 
on $2’ x (0). Define k-’ by k- ‘(2’) = cp where cp(s, t) = !(nl, 1 - t)(s), X an arbitrary element 
of R’. IJJ, E A,(M) and we also must note that with cp as defined, cpo E A,,(M) while (pl = cr. 
Thus k-‘:R’-+F. 
First, we show kok- ’ is homotopic to id R’. For, by inspection, we see that 
k-k-‘(l*n) = 2:~ where L,(s) is H(k-‘@*x)),_,(l). But, by the construction of H and 
Remark 2.9, H is homotopic to the identity on A,(M) via h,, hl = H, ho = id,,(,). So, by 
Remark 2.9, if we take 1, to be the loop J,(s) = h,(k-’ (A*n)), -s(1), then A, is a loop on 
int MO and do = L by definition. Consequently, I* 7t I-+ Jj’n is homotopic to the identity via 
I* II H ~:Yc. That is kok- ’ is homotopic to the identity on R’. 
It remains to show that k- ’ ok is homotopic to the identity on F. For cp E F, we have 
already defined n(cp) above; we define ,u(cp) by ~(q)(s) = cpl -,(I). ,u(cp) is a loop in int MO 
based at y and, we may connect ,u((p) to I(cp) by a l-parameter family v,(q) where 
v,(p)(s) = (h,cph_,(l), h, as in the previous paragraph. Thus, vo(rp) = p(q), vl(cp) = L(q). 
Consider next the map w : F x I x I -P C2(M) by w : (q, t, s) H (x, v,cp(s)). Simultaneously, we 
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haveamapu:(Fx(O}xZ)u(FxZx{O})u(Fx{1}xZ)+A(M)by 
u(cp, 074 = cps, 
u(cp, t, 0) = 0, 
4% 4 s) = (k-l bX. 
Note w = u~,~~u. 
Since uo,r : A(M) w C,(M) is a locally trivial fibering and F has the homotopy type of 
a CW-complex, the homotopy lifting property for uo, I gives us tl,: F x Z x I + A(M) with 
u=K~J(Fx{0}xZ)u(FxZx{0})u(Fx(1}xZ). The image of GJ lies in A,(M) and 
(v,cp)(l) = y means ti:(F x Z x (1)) c A,,,(M). Thus, we obtain a l-parameter family of 
maps er: F --, F where +,cp is specified by (IC/,cp)Jr) = I?@, s)(r), 0 I r I 1. Note by inspec- 
tion that $. = idF, tjl = k- * k, hence k is a homotopy equivalence and the proof of 
Proposition 3.1 is complete. 0 
Recall that by virtue of Theorem 3.2, if II: M, 8M + N, aN is a homotopy equivalence u, 
w E int N, then A,,,(M) is homotopy equivalent to A,,,(M). Clearly, we may choose the 
homotopy equivalence h: M, aM + N, aN so that hx = u, hy = v and we may further 
assume that, with respect o appropriate metrics, h 1 D,x + I.&w, h I D,y + D,w are isomet- 
ries, with h-‘D,u = DEx, hK’D,w = D,y, D,x n D,y = 8, thus D,u n D,w = 0. 
There are, of course, natural maps 
A,,,(M) + ST,(M) = S,, A,,,(N) + ST,,(N) = S,. 
The proof of Theorem 3.2 produces a homotopy equivalence, which we shall designate 
e:A,,,(M) + A,,,(N) so that 
A,,,(M) -++ 4 w(N) 
1 1 
h 
SX - S” 
where SX = aD,x, s,, = aD, y. But under the map v H exp (EU), S, is identified with S, and S, 
with S, so that we obtain the homotopy commutative diagram 
A,,,(M) -& A,,,(N) 
1 1 
dh 
SX - SY 
where A,,,(M) + S, ’ g’ is rven by y ~dy(d/dt)~/ I dy(d/dt), I and similarly for A,,(N) + S,. 
At the same time, we have equally natural maps A,,,(M)-+ST,(M), 
A,,,(M) + ST,,,(M) = S, by y ++dy(d/dt), / 1 dy(d/dt), I. For our investigation of other sub- 
spaces of A(M) and A (N) we shall need: 
LEMMA 3.5. 
Ax,,(M) 5 4 w WI 
1 1 
s, dh SW 
is homotopy commutative. 
Proof: We let Y denote the unit tangent S”- ’ bundle ST(M,) with MO = M - int Dex, 
as before. Thus, S, c 9’. With S, = aD,x as usual, we have a natural section s: SX + 9 with 
s(p) = unit normal (inward-pointing in MO) to S, at p. Let S^, = 6,. 
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Since 9, S, is a pair of S”- ‘-fibrations over M,, y it follows that, as an abstract fibration, 
s Y 2 9’ is induced from ya MO (i.e., the path-space fibration over M,), and thus has 
fiber GM,. It is immediate that the QM, fibration over S, induced by S,__YE+ M,, coincides 
with the !3M0 fibration induced from S, -+ Y by the map s: S, + 9’. 
It is readily seen that the “total space” ,?? of this latter fibration may be identified with the 
space of paths in Y from SX to S,. 
Proposition 3.1 implies, of course that this latter space may be identified, up to 
homotopy, with A,,,(M). It is easily seen that this homotopy equivalence is precisely 
realized by the map 1’: A,,,(M) + I? Given by 1’:~ + 8 where /I:1 + M,, is given by 
/3(t) = Z-Z(y) (E + t(1 - E)) and where p: I + 9’ is given by b : t + @(d/dt),/ 1 dj?(d/dt), 1 E Y. 
Thus, the natural map A,,,(M) + S, is given by y -y(y)(l) E S,. 
Now let h: M, aM + N, LJN be a homotopy equivalence so that, as above, 
h: (Me, aM,, g,) -+ (N,, JN,, s,) with h \ L?, a diffeomorphism. Let Y’ correspondingly de- 
note the unit tangent S”- ’ -bundle over No. Then, by virtue of [2], we may assert hat there 
is a fiber-homotopy equivalence fi : 9’ + Y’, with fi ) $ + & a diffeomorphism and with 
h 1 S, + S, a homotopy equivalence (in fact a diffeomorphism if we like). Thus, if ,I?’ denotes 
the space of paths in 9” from S?, to S,, h induces an obvious homotopy equivalence ,!? -+ El’ 
which may be identified with tI:A,,,(M) -+ A,,,(N). Clearly, the maps A,,,(M)+S,, 
A,,,(N) + S, are simply the same, up to homotopy, as 9 H j(1) for 9 E E^ (resp. 2’). The 
result is then immediate. 0 
4. A I,*....11 
As before, M” is a compact, connected smooth n-manifold, possibly with boundary. Let 
x1,. . ., xk E &f be distinct points. Let A,,, . . . ,xk denote the space of Cl-embeddings 
y : [0, k - l] + int M with y(i) = Xi+ 1, i = 0,. . . , k - 1. Thus, there is a natural restriction 
map A,,,. . ..Xk(M)+&,. . .,,,_,(M) by yHYI[O,k-21. Let MI denote 
M - x1,. . ., xk_ 1. Simultaneously we define Mz = M - x1,. . . , xk_2. Let A,, , . . . , xL_, 
denote embeddings y- [0, k - l] + 16 with y(i) = i + 1 for i = 0,. . . , k - 2, end free from 
k-2 to k - 1. The restriction map yt+yI[O, k- 21 from &,,. . .,x,_,(M) to 
A x,3* * ‘YXk_, (M) is seen to be a homotopy equivalence by methods similar to those used to 
prove Proposition 2.1. 
Let u(k) :A(M) + C,(M) be given by 
PROPOSITION 4.1. vck) is a locally trivial jbering with jiber naturally homeomorphic to 
A X,3’ . .?.I& (M). 
The homeomorphism is, of course, by y H y’ where y’(t) = y(t/k - 1) for y E fiber uck). 
Let r: A,,,. . -,,,(M) + A,,_,,,,(Mz) be given by r(y)(t) = Y(k - 2 + 0. 
(We use the notation A,, _ 1, xL (M,) notwithstanding the fact that n/l, is not compact; note 
A ,,_,,,,(M,)is homeomorphic to A,,_,,,,(M;) where M; = M - intD,x, ... -intD,x,_2 
for some Riemannian metric on M and suitable small E.) Similarly let 
q:&,,. . .,,,-,(M)~A,,_,(M,)byqy(t)=y(k-2+~). 
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PROPOSITION 4.2. There is a map offibrations 
A x,,* * ‘,Xk uw I A a-,,x,v42) 
1 1 
Ax,9 * * .,x,_,W) 5 Ax,-,042) 
1P’ JP” 
Ml = Ml 
where P’(Y) = Y& - 11, p”(y) = y(l)for Y E A;,,. . .,,,_,(M), A,,_,(M2), respectiuely. 
It is therefore immediate that A,, , . . . , xk (M) is the RM1-jibration over Xx,, . . . , xk_, (M) 
induced by the map q from the RM1 jbration A,,_, , JM2) + A,,_, (M2). 
THEOREM 4.3. Let h: M, aM -+ N, aN be a homotopy equivalence. Then there is a homotopy 
equivalence 8 : A,, , . . . , xk (M) + A,, , . . . , U)r (N). 
So that 
is homotopy commutative. 
Proof: Assume without loss of generality that h(x,) = ul and that for suitable Rieman- 
nian metrics on M, N, respectively, h: Dexi + Deui is an isometry, i = 1,2,. . . , k and 
h- ’ Deui = DEx~. 
Our inductive assumption is that there is a homotopy commutative diagram 
A x1 ,...I x,-,(M) A A,,,. . v,_,(N) 
1 1 (1) 
A(M) _L A@‘) 
where A(M) 4 A(N) is, essentially, the map of S”-‘-fibrations ST(M) + ST(N) covering 
h and consistent with the isometries h ) DeXi + Deui, and where the vertical maps are the 
obvious inclusions. We also assume as part of the inductive hypothesis that 
A X,9’ . v.,_,GW B’ Au,,. . .,.,_,W) 
1 1 (2) 
S dh XL-L - S “k- I 
commutes, where the vertical map is merely y H dy(d/dt),_ 2 / 1 dy(d/dt),_ 2 1. We start the 
induction with k = 3, where the inductive assumption is essentially the content of Proposi- 
tion 3.1 and Lemma 3.5. 
But recall that S,,_ I is naturally homotopy equivalent o A,k_I(M2) and, in fact, it is 
easily seen that 
A X19’ f .,x,_,(M) -, L_, 
l- l- (3) 
KC,, . . .,x,_,(M) --, &,_,UW 
is homotopy consistent. 
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Thus from the homotopy commutativity of 
A Xk- ,,x,(M2) _L A w-,,w(Nz) 
1 1 (4) 
Ax,-,(Mz) _L A,,-,(Nz) 
(whereN2=N-ul- .a. -#k _ 2) and the homotopy commutativity of 
A,, *. .,x,-,(M) + A,,_,(M2) 
.le’ 1 
A”,, . . .,.,_,(N) + Au,-,W,) 
(5) 
we obtain a commutative diagram 
A X,5’ . ‘9.q 04) B’ A,,,. . .,.,(W 
1 1 (6) 
A .x,7* * .,x,_,W) B’ A “11’ * -,u,-,W) 
Of course, since A,, , , . . ,xk (M) + A(M) N ST(M) is essentially the map taking an arc y to 
the unit vector tangent to y(O), the commutativity of 
A XI>. * -9.Q (W L A,,,. . .,.,(W 
1 1 (7) 
A(M) __ A(N) 
is immediate from the inductive assumption. Moreover, as the map A,,, . . .,,,(M) + S,, 
factors via A,, , . . . , xk(M) + A,, _ I, ,,(M2) + S,,, the commutativity of diagram (4) above 
guarantees that the inductive hypothesis stated in diagram (2) now holds with k replacing 
k - 1. This completes the proof of Theorem 4.3. q 
APPENDIX-C, FOR ZCONNECTED MANIFOLDS 
In this section, we show that for 2-connected M (M closed), the homotopy type of C2(M) 
depends only on the homotopy type of M. The methods of proof are completely unrelated 
to our previous results. However, we may assume that M is merely PL, smoothness is no 
longer relevant. 
THEOREM A.l. Zf h : M G N is a homotopy equivalence of closed PL manifolds, then 
C,(M) is homotopy equivalent to C,(N). 
Proof: We might as well assume dim M = dim N > 2, for otherwise M is homeomor- 
phic to N and the result is trivial. 
The desired result may be restated as follows: M x M - AM is homotopy equivalent o 
N x N - AN, where A designates the diagonal. Consider h x h: M x M G N x N. 
Let W denote a regular neighborhood of AN in N x N. Since W, its boundary D and the 
closure of its complement C are all l-connected and dim M x M 2 6, the Browder splitting 
theorem [4] tells us that h x h is homotopic tof: M x M -+ N x N so thatfis transverse to 
Dandsothat,withW’=f-‘W,C’=f-‘C,D’=f-1D,fIW’-,W,flC’~C,flD’~D 
are all homotopy equivalences. Let g : (N x N, W, C, D) 4 (M x M, W’, C’, D’) be homotopy 
inverse to f: Then M “+ AM ?-,A N s W “+ w’ is a “homotopy” embedding of M in 
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M x M (i.e., the map M -+ w’, W’ of codimension 0 in M x M, is a homotopy equivalence). 
But since g is homotopically inverse to h x h, the homotopy embedding M > W’ c M x M 
is homotopic to the diagonal embedding A : M + M x M. Let U be a regular neighborhood 
ofAMin MxM. 
We may now apply the homotopy-embedding theorem of [8], utilizing the fact that the 
map AM + M x M is 2-connected and thus 2 dim M - dim M x M + 2 I connectivity of 
A, to assert that A: M c M x M is equivalent, in the sense of [S], to M w W’ G M x M. 
That is, there is a codimension-0 submanifold V of M x M x I with Vn (M x 
Mx{O))= Ux{O},Vn(MxMx{l})= W’x{l}andUc V, W’C Vhomotopyequiva- 
lences. Let E denote the closure of the complement of V in M x M x I, and C” the closure of 
the complement of U in M x M x (0). By slight abuse of notation, we identify C’ with 
C’ x {l} c M x M x 1, so C’ c E. By the Lefschetz duality, it is easily seen that C” c E and 
C’ c E are homology equivalences and thus, since all are l-connected, C” N E N C’. 
However, C” is a deformation retract of C,(M) = M x M - AM, while C’ N C, with 
C a deformation retract of CZ(N) = N x N - AN. Thus C,(M) N C,(N) as required. 0 
Remark. Beyond an obvious generalization to manifolds with boundary, the techniques 
of Theorem A.1 do not seem to extend to higher-order configuration spaces. 
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